Orasi Analytics & Tableau—
Unleashing the Power of Data, Together
Onshore Consulting Services Designed
Around You
No single outsourcing model is right for every company:
some need personnel on-site, some need a larger staff but
do not have facilities to house them, and still others are more
concerned with cost. In response to these varied requirements,
Orasi provides a U.S.-based analytics services model that
includes:
 On-site analytics consultants
 Onshore analytics consultants

Data Analytics: Finding the Answer to “Why?”
You have data flying in from various directions, in different
formats and sizes. You have a million questions, and the
answers are buried somewhere in the data. You chose Tableau,
the market leading visual analytics platform, to uncover the
hidden potential in your data. However, even with all the
fancy charts and graphs, you are unable to answer the most
basic question, “Why?”

Through its U.S.-based services model, Orasi can optimize
the mix of personnel and services for your Tableau-powered
projects while keeping expenses within the client’s budget
allocations.

Answering the “Why”—It’s What We Do
Our experienced team of certified Tableau consultants are
not only technically proficient with the Tableau platform; they
immerse themselves in your data. This approach allows us to
move beyond focusing on the technology improvements in
the platform. More importantly, we come to understand your
data as well as (or better than) your stakeholders. So, when all
the graphs and visualizations are complete, we are uniquely
positioned to work with your stakeholders to answer the Why?
Questions that, despite your extensive exploration of the issue,
you still cannot answer.
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Orasi Tableau Services
Analytics Foundation
Are you ready to reap the value of self-service visual analytics
and watch users enthusiastically embrace it across your
company? Let Orasi’s expertise with the world’s most powerful
analytics platform help you develop a foundation and foster
a culture that smooths the way to analytics adoption. Our
experts will come to your premises and engage with your
team, helping them identify use cases, develop plans, and find
constructive solutions to their analytics challenges.

Analytics Quick Start Program
For companies seeking to fast track their introduction
to data analytics—or to demonstrate value to reluctant
stakeholders— Orasi offers its Quick Start Program. In just
five days, Orasi experts coach your team to identify a realworld use case for one of your firm’s data analytics challenges
and then lead a heads-down session to develop analytical
solutions that drive meaningful, actionable insight.

Tableau Classroom Training
Drive a culture of analytics with the help of an Orasi Tableau
certified trainer. Whether training is delivered at your location,
virtually, or at our facility; Orasi’s experts provide two full days
of in-depth instruction, teaching your team and coaching
them to a level of functional proficiency in Tableau. (Tableau
Desktop I: Fundamentals and Tableau Desktop II: Intermediate
offered; courses can be consecutive, as well.)

Analytics as a Service
As adoption of the cloud literally skyrockets, business
leaders are recognizing its benefits for analyzing data. Widely
recognized as the most practical approach for analytics, the
cloud eliminates the need for firms to deploy and maintain
servers—and removes processing constraints that hamper onpremise analytics deployments.

Visualization Best Practices
Need to get your dashboards from good to great? Orasi’s
consultants incorporate visual best practices into your existing
or new Tableau dashboards. Leveraging the Monitor-AnalyzeDetail (MAD) framework, our consultants work with your teams
to redesign or create new dashboards and maximize usage
and efficiency.

To provide the scalability, security and data redundancy that
best practices dictate, Orasi offers analytics as a service for
the entire data analytics pipeline. Our rigorously trained
and certified IT professionals put analytics to work for your
business with no drain on your time or resources.
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